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Paper Mill’s always want to increase their production efficiency, they are never satisfied. And that’s a good 
thing. 

The latest tendency is to use very complicated computer models. This occurs with the help of very clever firms 
that deliver programs that read all the data that is available and then optimise the process.

But how flexible are these models when the raw materials are changed, new products are intriduced, trials 
are run, … Are the data that the programs rely on correct? .. .are all the “in between” steps state of the art? 
How independent is your mill?. What is your own know-how for further growth?

Sappi Maastricht has a very simple principle: When all separate processes are in control and deliver the 
expected values, then you can expect that the complete process is OK.

That’s what happened at the  Maastricht Mill. In a time period of 10 days, the processes at the machine 
were studied and key parameters determined – how do they influence the end product, energy and water 
consumption, consumables, raw materials, cost.. etc. So the machine was described by dissecting the 
complete machine into separate processes and then by looking what can influence them. Also, vice versa, all 
runnability and efficiency (broke) problems were investigated and located to a separate process.

In these studies a lot of innovations were done. Looking for the best available partners, new test methods 
were found and a lot of trials done on the machine. In this way all incidents that arose could be explained and 
solved. The subjects range from pulp preparation, refining, cleaning-screening, wet-end chemistry, headbox 
and wire dewatering, jet landing, press section clothing, rolls and nipbalance to predryer control.

A lot of cost reductions were found by “understanding how it works” but also smart soft sensors were build 
by combining data. These data can be used in prediction. Sometimes only for production, sometimes also for 
maintenance and procurement.

To be very close to the operators and keep them connected with the ever growing complexity of the 
controlling systems, the complete control system of the machine was rewritten by Sappi engineers. These 
engineers have a good relationship with the operators and with their input the system is easily accessible. A 
lot of information is directly available in controllers on the computer screens so that even when an alarm 
occurs, the operator can easily assist the technical department.


